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Meet LUMI - a loft style door and glazing system. Provides additional light, 

creates separate zones, gives character. Functional and decorative internal 

glazing, adapted to the individual design. Acting as a divider or space 

separation into separate zones without restricting light. An aluminium 

structure in matt black or natural anode, filled with glass (transparent, 

frosted, coloured, reinforced) or furniture board, optically enlarges the 

interior and provides additional light and soundproofing.            .

The LUMI system is an excellent solution for those who want to create a 

unique and modern look in their interior design. The loft-style door and 

glazing system is not only functional but also decorative, adding character 

and style to any space. With a choice of different materials and colors, it can 

be easily adapted to individual design preferences, making it a versatile and 

customizable option for any home or office.                         .

LUMI hinged doors, both single and double, can be combined with side 

panels or top lights made of the same profile. This creates a spacious, light-

looking and spectacular glazing in the French style. It can be used to 

separate rooms or create zones with different purposes inside. Such a 

solution will work well in high-rise buildings as well as in public places.

Hinged doors can be made of furniture board, glass or a combination of both 

fillings. To maintain consistency of the structure, tilt panels have specially 

designed handles in three lengths and a matching handle dedicated to the 

style. In the case of high walls, to stiffen the structure, it is recommended to 

make at least one horizontal division in panels higher than 2 meters.                  

LUMI SYSTEM
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Single or double glazed doors with the LUMI system, filled with glass or 

board, can be combined with side fixed panels and showcases made from 

the same profile. Both the doors and fixed panels, divided by characteristic 

vertical or horizontal bars, gain a bold, industrial look, creating an original 

design element and unconventional communication pathways inside 

spaces. Depending on the color of the profiles, LUMI creates a unique, 

transparent partition in a loft style or a glass wall in a French style.       .                     

.                                                          

Walls with such a specific character will work well when dividing the interior, 

separating the living room from the bedroom area, creating a stylish 

wardrobe or a home office. A glass wall with a loft edge or French elegance is 

a proposal for modern, minimalist, Scandinavian interiors, as well as for the 

arrangement of industrial facilities.                         .   

           

Glass panels in characteristic but simple frames are a way to create a fresh 

and unconventional room arrangement. Combined with suspended or tilt 

doors, but also as independent elements, they create high or low partition 

walls. This allows for the creation of a bright, spacious interior filled with light 

and glass reflections. Glazings in aluminum frames in natural anodized or 

matte black color will work perfectly as an independent construction that 

subtly separates functional areas in the room. Lumi glass screens, in the 

version with interestingly arranged mullions, are also an additional, 

decorative element that visually enlarges the interior and gives it a unique 

style and character.                                      .
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ORTO SYSTEM

Glazed, hinged doors in an aluminum frame are an advantage appreciated by 

lovers of industrial and modern style. The simplicity of the door leaf with a 

handle or knob, the possibility of using muntins, the timeless natural 

anodized color and matte black are the undeniable advantages of this 

solution. A wide range of patterns, the possibility of many horizontal and 

vertical muntin combinations within the leaf, the use of various glass, mirror 

or panel fillings make LUMI doors adaptable to any interior requirements and 

character. What makes LUMI doors unique and very versatile is also the 

availability of a right- or left-hand version and two types of frames: fixed or 

width-adjustable.                                            .

Looking for a way to upgrade your storage solutions and interior design? Look 

no further than our ORTO system, one of our most popular and aesthetically 

pleasing products, providing an ideal foundation for shelves, drawers, 

cabinets, and hanger rods. The minimalist design of this versatile column 

system will help you transform your house into a welcoming and functional 

home.                                               .

By incorporating the ORTO system into your closets, kitchens, bookcases, or 

any other storage solutions, you'll enjoy its unparalleled functionality and 

contemporary look. It's time to take your interior design to the next level 

with ORTO SYSTEM.                                         .

Doors in frame   



OPAL SYSTEM

The OPAL system is an innovative solution that allows for the creation of 

furniture fronts that are both functional and visually appealing. Its 

versatility makes it suitable for various applications, such as hinged doors, 

gas-operated upward tilting doors, and drawer fronts. The system's ability 

to incorporate several colors of glass panels in one front adds an interesting 

and modern design element to any furniture piece.                      .

In addition to the variety of glass panel colors, the OPAL system also offers a 

choice of 10 different frame profile handles for fronts in various suspended 

and standing cabinets. This feature allows for even more customization 

options, making it possible to create furniture pieces that are perfectly 

tailored to individual preferences and needs.                 .

Overall, the OPAL system is a high-quality and flexible solution for creating 

furniture fronts that meet both functional and aesthetic requirements. Its 

availability in four different colors, Anode Black, Anode Graphite, Anode 

Natural, and White, provides even more options for creating furniture pieces 

that fit seamlessly into any interior design scheme.                           .

In addition to the mentioned advantages of the OPAL system, it is also worth 

emphasizing that its use allows for time savings and increased work 

efficiency in the furniture production process. Thanks to precise dimensions 

and customization options, furniture equipped with the OPAL system is 

easier to assemble and minimizes the risk of errors.                 .

The OPAL system is one of many innovative solutions introduced by the 

company Komandor, which is known for producing high-quality custom-

made furniture and sliding door systems for wardrobes and closets. Through 

continuous work on development and the introduction of new products, 

Komandor enables customers to create furniture that is not only functional 

but also aesthetic and in line with the latest trends in the furniture industry.




